
Whenever employees download a file, they open your business up to attack. Threats often hide inside 

innocent-looking files, making them incredibly hard to spot, no matter how much training employees 

may do. And because today’s detection-based tools aren’t designed to catch every threat, we’re rolling 

the dice with each download.

Do You Know  
What Your Employees Are Downloading?

Know every download  

is completely safe

Ensures every downloaded 

file is harmless before it 

enters your organization

Be more productive 

with zero interruptions

Runs invisibly in the 

background, with virtually 

no latency

Protect every download 

without blocking access

Removes the need for IT 

middle-men to unblock 

access, so you can open 

downloads immediately

Secure File Gateway singles out only the elements of files known to be fully secure, guaranteeing 

downloads are 100% safe. Now no matter what employees download or where they download it from, 

Votiro ensures that every file is safe and your business is free from harm.

Votiro for Web Downloads:  
Secure 100% of Downloads With Positive Selection

Secure File Gateway 
for Web Downloads
Secure everything employees download,  

no matter what it is or where it came from.



 Fits Right in. Won’t Ever Know It’s There.

 Easy implementation:  
less than 10 minutes

Zero training required

 Seamless integration with 
existing solutions

 Supports both  
Cloud & On-Prem

In an ever-changing threat landscape, today’s solutions simply aren’t enough. NGAVs can’t keep up with 

undisclosed threats and zero-day exploits, while sandboxes aren’t securing us from even basic threats. 

With our deep understanding in file composition and weaponization, we developed an entirely new 

approach to file security. One that doesn’t just block any threat it could find – it eliminates threats from 

entering in the first place. With Votiro, files simply don’t pose a threat to your business anymore.

We Know Files.

Step 4
User receives sanitized files

Step 1
User download files

Step 2
File is downloaded from  
an application or domain

Step 3
The positive components are 

extracted from the file 

Secure File Gateway 
for Web Downloads with 
Positive Selection Engine

User 
Downloads

How It Works

Founded in 2010 by leading file security experts, Votiro is trusted by large enterprises, including 

top Fortune 500 companies to completely eliminate file-based threats while ensuring zero 

interruption to business. Headquartered in the United States, with offices in Australia, Israel 

and Singapore, Votiro is trusted by 400 companies and 2 million users worldwide to safely 

access files with complete peace of mind.

About Votiro


